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Comments on Spirituality
William Allen LePar

In the previous article we talked
about the ability to give up things
when their time or season has passed.
In that particular article I approached
the topic from the aspect of a person’s
faith that something as good or
equally as good will replace that thing
that has passed its season or time.
What does this say about the indi-
vidual? What is his nature or charac-
ter? To be able to give something up
that we love dearly or treasure dearly,
based solely on faith that something
else will replace it that will be just as
meaningful to us, can only be made
by an individual who feels good
about himself, an individual who
respects himself, an individual who
has character and strength. Yes, at
times that individual may be moving
purely on faith, but that even adds a
greater dimension to the individual in
the sense that it takes a stronger
individual to move or to give up
purely on faith. We have a pretty
good picture of that type of individual

now, taking into consideration what
was said in the previous article and
what I have just said. An individual of
faith is a very strong individual.
Because he is a strong individual,
there is a key element necessary for
that strength, and that is that he has the
ability to respect himself, therefore he
realizes that he has a value to himself,
consequently he can love himself.  He
sees that there is an element in his
emotional and spiritual makeup that is
worthy of love.

What of the other individual who
may find it impossible to give up
things when their time has passed?
This is generally an individual who
has a very low self-esteem. Get
underneath all the nitty-gritty of that
person’s externalism, and you will find
an individual who is very insecure, an
individual who really does not love
themselves, therefore they cannot
respect themselves. Although some
people will disagree with this, they are
much like frightened little children,

lost in a maze, frantically running here
and there, to discover themselves, and
always ending up in the proverbial
dead end. So these individuals are
oftentimes drawn away from self-
discovery and are often projected into
the world of possessions. “Hey, I just
bought myself a 50,000 dollar SUV,
can you top that, how great I am. Hey,
I just bought myself a half million
dollar home. Furnished it with over a
hundred thousand dollars worth of
couches, chairs and accessories. Don’t
you wish you could do that? Don’t you
wish that you were as great as I am?
Don’t you wish you were as smart and
clever as I am?” The self-discovery is

The Reward of
Self Respect

“When people do not respect us, we are
sharply offended. Yet in his private heart no

man much respects himself.”
Mark Twain
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replaced by the quest for materialistic
things and in those things we tempo-
rarily find an identification. We
temporarily find a self-worth, we
temporarily find a self-respect.
“People must love us, must respect
us, if I have all these things. They
must want to be as lucky and as
wonderful as I am so they can have
all these things.” Underneath this is
that constant hunger for self-respect,
self-identification. Instead of questing
for self-respect in other areas, such as
our relationship with other individu-
als, based on kindness, compassion,
we transpose that with materialistic
things. Instead of finding a value in
ourselves based on our ability to love
and how well we can love, gaining
respect for ourselves through those
efforts and accomplishments, we take
the easy road, THINGS. We don’t
have to relate to THINGS, we possess
them. They are our possessions. They
symbolize what we think we are,
externally, but in the same sense, they
also symbolize what we are inter-
nally.

Close observation of people who
have a great deal of things, the latest
trendy car, the latest trendy job, the
latest trendy home or the latest trendy
restaurant or drink or bar, under close
observation prove to be very shallow

people. When we find our identifica-
tion in materialistic things, we are
forcing ourselves to work at a superfi-
cial level. We are too busy trying to
gain possessions or finances that allow
us additional possessions to have any
time for that inner evaluation, that
inner growth, the inner work necessary
to develop self-respect and a depth to
our character. These people put
themselves in the proverbial squirrel
cage, constantly expending energy to
gain things at the cost of becoming a
person of depth, a person of value, a
person who can contribute something
of value to life. Given the nature of
such an individual and given the
appropriate time, they will end up as
shallow as the page you are reading
this off of.

These things pile up on top of us
and in time the weight of things, the
energy that it has taken to acquire
these things, the constant effort that it
has taken to acquire more things,
becomes such a heavy burden that it
eventually crushes us because we have
no depth, no internal strength. What of
the other individual who has concen-
trated his efforts on inner develop-
ment, on living a life where he is able
to respect himself, therefore able to
love himself, again, love himself in a
way that is not egotistical but in a

godly way. Many of these people have
as much or more as those who have
their identity in things, the difference
being that these things for the person
of depth are just that, they are things
that they have for a while.

Life has brought them the little
extras or the luxuries of life but their
life is not based on those things, their
life is based on the relationships that
they have, their ability to honor
commitments and keep them. There-
fore they have an innate awareness
that all these things are temporarily in
their care or possession, and that as
life comes and goes, so will these
things, again the dimension of faith
which proves that there is also a
dimension to us, an attribute that is
worthy of respecting in ourselves, thus
self-respect. This type of individual
will survive life and cross the finish
line.

The other individual will merely
exist until a change is made. For the
most part when it comes to their
spirituality and their depth and self-
worth, they are in a constant state of
vegetation, expending all their ener-
gies and thoughts in gaining more
external identification, never having
the time or the idea that there might be
something more that they should be
searching for, some other avenue of

The Reward of Self Respect continued
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self-respect. These individuals who
find identification in their materialism
are often fooled by those around them
in the sense that they are shown at
times false respect based solely on
what they own or possess. When
another individual outshines them,
then that false respect is taken away.
This individual then becomes of-
fended, therefore to be able to walk in
the light of others’ adoration or
adulation they gain more possessions,
the endless squirrel cage, the dead
end.

What can be expected? This
individual does not respect himself in
his own heart. How can he expect
anyone else to respect him? Nothing in
his life shows other individuals that he
carries himself with self-respect. None
of his actions project anything that
would indicate that he is anything
more than what he possesses. There-
fore respect for a person like that will
only last as long as his latest posses-
sion or object has a value in the eyes
of other individuals. Once that value is
gone, so is the respect because in
essence it is not really respect, it is
more like envy. They are envious of
what he has. So, therefore, they will
give him the attention he wants in
some distorted, obtuse thought that
maybe some of his luck will rub off
onto them if they are close to this
individual in one way or another.

All the things that these types of
individuals have pass in and out of
their lives on a regular basis, not
because they are surrendering to the
law of stewardship, that is all things
have their time or season. They
discard things and replace them with
new things only to keep in the position
of the limelight or the adoration of
others. If they were truly working with
the law of stewardship, they would
hold those possessions for a much

longer time than what they do. Their
reason for replacing them would not
be the shallow reason of, “I have to
have the latest thing. I just bought
myself a new cell phone that has a
miniature camera in it and also a
miniature TV set.” They run through
an unending chain of things that they
possess, covet, and when it no longer
gives them the adoration and false,
temporary respect of others, they cast
it off. These people don’t really buy
things because they truly want them,
they buy things because it is going to
bring attention to them. It is going to
give them a feeling of self-worth, it is
going to give them the attention they
translate as respect from those around
them.

It is self-delusion, it is just one
more mind game that we play with
ourselves. It is one more rationaliza-
tion why we do not choose to build a
spiritual dimension to ourselves. It
becomes a battle in which we will
inevitably lose unless we concentrate
on our inner dimension and the self-
worth that we discover there. On very
close observation of these individuals,
beyond the bravado of their external
life, we find basically a childish
person who is constantly seeking
acceptance, much like a child would,
from the external world. This indi-
vidual must learn to transfer his worth
from the external things to the realiza-
tion of self-worth that is predicated on
materialistic things or possessions. His
spirituality, which is his only self-
worth, cannot be acquired by his
materialistic things or possessions. His
spirituality must be based on the
greatness of his heart and how well he
loves.

The individual who seeks respect
and self-worth from materialistic
possessions is in fetters or is chained
to things. He can only be held in this

enslaved condition through his
willful choice. He can only break the
bonds of that enchainment when he
begins working on inner worth, self-
worth. If he does not sever these
bonds, if he allows himself to be
constantly chained to this materialis-
tic condition, then he will never have
the permanent respect that he may
desire, therefore he will always be
offended by someone. He has not
matured enough to realize that unless
he respects himself, he cannot
demand respect of a permanent
nature or a reality nature from others.

We can never give out what we
do not have, and the only thing that
we can truly give is love. If that is all
that we can truly give, we must
realize it is impossible to give
something we do not have, therefore
to be able to love and love well we
must begin to love ourselves, and
that requires living a life that we can
respect, a life that encompasses
integrity and standards of the highest
nature. To some it may seem like an
insurmountable task. To others it may
seem like a very hard road to walk.
All that I can say to those individuals
is those thoughts are nothing more
than efforts of rationalization.

By our very nature, the very fact
that we contain the same spiritual
DNA that this Divine Presence has, it
is our nature to be loving and to be
able to love well. Do not deny your
own kinship to the Divine Presence.
Embrace it in confidence and enthu-
siasm and enjoy the abundance that
that relationship will bring to you.
We must desire and then we must
allow ourselves to celebrate and
dance to the music that is created by
that intimate relationship we should
have with the Divine Presence. Allow
Him to shower you with His abun-
dance of Love.
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Why should
bad luck
stalk us out
of all
proportion
to the laws
of
probability?
It’s enough
to make
pessimists
of the best
of us.

So far we have covered the first
three principles in previous newslet-
ters. Now let us consider The Job
Principle. Now that’s not the nine to
five job. I’m talking about Job with a
capital J, the hard-luck guy of the Old
Testament who lost it all and yet
praised The Lord (a remarkable man
this Job, but that is another story.) The
Job Principle can be summed up in his
own plaintive words: “That which I
feared the most, has befallen me.”
(Job 3:25) The Job Principle ensures
that if it’s your neck on the line, and
you take a chance, and especially if
you are worried about it, you’re going
to lose.

Statisticians tell us that the laws of
chance operate inexorably and with
complete impartiality. They have run
all sorts of experiments and they
assure us that if you flip a coin, one
million times you will get almost
exactly half heads and half tails. It’s
what the gambler would call an even
bet or a 50-50 proposition.

Now let’s look at reality. I am
becoming convinced that these calcu-
lated odds break down severely in
actual practice. All you have to do is
bet a bundle of your hard earned cash
on that flip of the coin and you can be
sure that you are going to lose that
bundle. Or drop a piece of toast with
lots of jelly on it and this 50-50 event
seems to perversely change into a nine
to one shot that it will land face down.
It happens to all of us, all the time.

Points to Ponder
Dr. James R. Ridzon

TTTTThe Jhe Jhe Jhe Jhe Job Principleob Principleob Principleob Principleob Principle
For more than twenty years I have
attended the LePar Trances learning a
wealth of inspiring spiritual informa-
tion, but I must confess that I particu-
larly relish what I have come to call,
“The Spiritual Rules of Thumb.”
These are principles that provide us
with a candid glimpse into the work-
ings of spirituality. Occasionally Mr.
LePar’s source, The Council, will
provide us with these gems in clear
and unambiguous terms. These are,
for me, the principles I have come to
cherish as the foundation of a spiritual
life. I would like to share seven of my
favorites over the next several News-
letter issues. Come with me on a
fascinating journey through The
Council’s Spiritual Rules of Thumb.
I’m sure you’ll share my enthusiasm
for these wonderful principles.

1. The Golden Rule

2. The Vineyard Principle

3. The Ignorance is Bliss
Principle

4. The Job Principle

5. The Tenfold Principle

6. The Paid in Advance Principle

7. The Loophole of Love

MorMorMorMorMoreeeeeMorMorMorMorMore Spirituale Spirituale Spirituale Spirituale Spiritual
RRRRRules ofules ofules ofules ofules of     TTTTThumbhumbhumbhumbhumb
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Adversity is a stern teacher but a very effective teacher, so we can all count on
our share of what appears to be bad luck. You see, it’s not bad luck at all but
opportunity in disguise. What’s more, it is opportunity of our own making.

You ladies know how it works. Sneak
into the grocery in your hair curlers to
grab that loaf of bread, and sure
enough, you’ll run into your mother-
in-law, in her fur coat yet! You can
rely on it. In a city of a hundred
thousand you will think you live in a
town of two and a check-out girl. The
examples are endless. Wash your car
and you’ll cause it to rain. Go on a
picnic and you’re asking for a cyclone.
If you are involved in a fender bender,
there’s a good chance the other driver
is your boss who sneaked out of work
a little early, just like you did.

What’s happening here? Why do
these extremely remote possibilities
occur with such monotonous regular-
ity? The statisticians have failed to
factor in The Job Principle. Such
irony! Such injustice! Why should bad
luck stalk us out of all proportion to
the laws of probability? It’s enough to
make pessimists of the best of us.
Well, yes and no. I think I’m begin-
ning to understand what’s going on
here. Our souls are a lot more clever
than we realize. The soul is not

concerned with trivial things like bad
luck. The soul is interested in spiritual
growth and in presenting opportunities
for growth. The Earth experience is a
proving ground, and the soul is
determined to work us into situations
where we can learn and practice Godly
principles. The idea of chance is an
illusion. Actually, there is no such
thing as chance. Our souls are in
command, planning and guiding our
destiny in all things. Adversity is a
stern teacher but a very effective
teacher, so we can all count on our
share of what appears to be bad luck.
You see, it’s not bad luck at all but
opportunity in disguise. What’s more,
it is opportunity of our own making. If
you can grit your teeth and look
beyond the pain, it’s really quite an
exquisite arrangement—this idea of
being blown up by your own bomb. As
The Council has reminded us more
than once:

“Nothing in life occurs by acci-
dent. You must remember that all of
your life, every moment of your life,

every second of your life is for a
purpose. Every contact you have with
other individuals is for a purpose.”

So now we know what Job knew
all along. Bad luck is not God’s
judgment on us. It’s more likely to be
opportunity in disguise. When we
understand this, we too can find the
serenity to praise and thank God even
in adversity, just like wise old Job.

Next time we will examine the
wonderful “Tenfold Principle.”
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by David Ries

mmmmmucucucucuchhhhh
mormormormormoreeeee
than athan athan athan athan a

RRRRRefefefefeflectionlectionlectionlectionlection
As many of you know, we at SOL
have undertaken a major project. All
of our tape recordings for the more
than three decades of trance work by
William LePar and The Council are
being transferred to compact disks.
This allows us to listen to every word
that The Council has spoken, just as
they presented it originally. There are
many opportunities to become reac-
quainted with something heard years
ago, and for some of us it is the
opportunity to hear something for the
first time.

I was not a member of the SOL
organization in 1978 when trance #52
was given. That particular trance
contains many interesting and inspir-
ing pieces of information. The section
that I am going to include in this
article is one that even The Council
found difficult to explain to the three
dimensional mind of man. Mankind
looks into the mirror and thinks that
what he sees reflected to his eyes is
the essence of him. In its very, very
basic and most minute form, yes you
could say that it is. But, this would be
the very outer edge, the smallest part
and the grossest form of what we truly
are. I know this sounds demeaning. It

is not meant to
be. Actually, as
I explain
further, it is
meant as a
measuring
stick to allow
us a comparison of our true being in
its most grand form, which is the
“real” you and me. The Council once
said that our physical beings could be
compared to the little toe on the foot
and the entirety of us spiritually as the
whole body.

What I want to present in this
article is on a scale of magnitude that
is far more amazing than the compari-
son given above. To begin we need to
set the stage for The Council’s expla-
nation of our true being. One of the
questioners could not understand how,
if we were so intelligent, if we were
created to work with the Divine, we
could have allowed ourselves to fall to
where we are today, shadows of our
original majesty. Here is what The
Council replied:

Council:  You see, again, you were
not made, you were not created to
work in such a gross existence, you,
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If all the suns in the universe were gathered together in one central spot, that
would hardly be a breath from the true power that you have, and look at what
you have done to yourself. You cannot even comprehend in words one speck of
your totality.

each of you, were created to be gods.

Questioner:  I still cannot under-
stand, if we had intelligence, how so
many millions of entities could have
fallen.  I just cannot understand that.

Council:  Pride, pride.

Questioner:  I still cannot under-
stand that.

Council:  You wanted to prove
yourself separate. How many times
have we given you example after
example; it is extremely hard to
understand because only a small spark
of your awareness seeps through the
physical. Even the most, shall we say,
mystical person only opens a fine
hairline channel (to the true reality, the
spiritual realms.)

The Council says, eons of time
ago, back in the beginning of our
spiritual existence, many spirits
decided that they could create just as
well as the Divine. Since the Divine
gave us free will, He said, “Go and
try.” We have been trying to prove our
abilities for millions of earth years and
this is where we are today. Our ability
to remember our true state is com-
pletely gone from our conscious
awareness. So, we look into the
mirror, see the physical representation
and say to ourselves, “That is I.” The
Council says, “No it is not.” You are
far greater.

So, just how much ability, how
much power do we possess when we
are in our true state, in the spiritual

realms? The Council:

“ An example: you have all seen
an explosion of an atomic bomb, that
is barely a flick of your eyelash in
power that you, you alone, have. One
fleeting thought could destroy or
create all the universe that man has,
each of you, in less than a fleeting
thought in your truest existence. The
magnitude of your own being is so
tremendous that there are no physical
words to describe. If all the suns in the
universe were gathered together in one
central spot, that would hardly be a
breath from the true power that you
have, and look at what you have done
to yourself. You cannot even compre-
hend in words one speck of your
totality. No example that we give you
will you be able to comprehend, and
that is just you, just each of you; now
the Divine is a Being that is far, far
greater than you. In comparison, you
are less than a flick of the eyelid, and
it was your refusal to accept this
Divine life, your refusal to move
ahead to create in a forward motion,
your refusal to continue to create in
awareness, you took it upon yourself
to see fit to having to prove it to a
lesser form that was created for your
use.”

When we look into the evening
sky, it is difficult to comprehend the
magnitude of our universe. To imagine
that you or I could have any influence
on that universe would require a faith
that very few of us have. Yet The
Council says that this is nothing, no
effort at all for us if we only have

faith. If we were to work within the
will of the Divine we would soon find
that these miracles would be very
simple to accomplish.

How do we use this information
for our benefit? If it does not motivate
us to be better than we are today, or do
more with what we currently have,
what good is it to know that we are
much greater than what we have ever
thought? I would hope that we all try
to live up to what the Creator intended
for us. Not that we go out and attempt
to create physical universes, but that
within our own small sphere of
influence, we attempt to create the
most tender and loving universe that
we can create. Our own little world is
the place where each of us should feel
most comfortable. We all should have
an idea of what needs to be done. Is it
a great task? In most cases a change of
attitude is all that is required. We
would all be surprised, I think, what a
conscious change of attitude can
accomplish. Try it. Find a situation
that isn’t the way you want it. Simply
change your attitude to something
better. Stick with that attitude, no
matter what obstacles present them-
selves. Look at obstacles for what they
really are, an opportunity for you to
exercise a Godly creativity, to over-
come a challenge. If the change in
attitude remains in the forefront of the
mind, after a period of time, watch as
it is transformed into reality. You have
the power to create, utilize those
opportunities to create your tomorrow,
your universe. Make it the very best
universe ever created.
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The Crow’s Nest

Snakes in the Grass
Complacency, The Council once

said, is a dangerous viper.
That warning came to mind

recently in the midst of a routine
chore that I managed to botch, most
likely because it had become too
routine, too commonplace. I’m just
thankful the chore wasn’t handling
vipers.

Complacency is a dangerous
viper… that’s not only more colorful
than the platitude about familiarity
breeding contempt, but it is also
more precise. For being familiar with
some thing, or some one, does not
automatically weaken the passion
that must exist for a spiritually
successful relationship. It is the
complacency, the taking something
for granted, that allows a weakness
of character to take control of the
relationship. One can be very famil-
iar with another, (a spouse, for
example), but if one strives for
spiritual growth they will be practic-
ing the selfless love so often men-
tioned by The Council. And, of
course, selfless love is in reality
spiritual selfishness, and the more
spiritually selfish we are the more
selfless we become… gosh, one
could go on and on and on!

One way to process these inter-
related concepts is to envision a
spiral; say, for example, the helix of
DNA we’ve all seen. But neither end,
in this case, is visible. The downward
spiral becomes thicker, heavier and
more gross, until it vanishes into the

ever darker abyss. The upward spiral
glows more brightly as it goes, becom-
ing more refined and beautiful until it
wondrously blends into the immeasur-
able forever of pure light. In one
direction, complacency is allowed to
creep in, creating cracks and then
ever-widening fissures in the devotion
that bonds soul to cause. In the other
direction, it is the bond itself that
becomes more significant; it is an
entity greater than merely the point of
fusion between soul and cause,
nourishing both soul and cause as it is
being nourished by both soul and
cause…

The phrase “soul and cause” is a
beneficial point upon which to focus.
There can be, literally, thousands of
causes in the course of one soul’s
sojourn through the physical
world. One might even say
there is not a single decision
made by man that does not
involve what I refer to as a
cause; in other words, the object
of a decision or series of decisions.
We of course quickly recognize the
importance of other individuals in our
lives, and the importance of our
decisions on how we will treat and
interact with them. We may think
other decisions are of far less impor-
tance. Which box of cereal we open
for a quick bellyful of food (or stuff
we’ve been conned into believing is
food) is not nearly as important as
whether or not we kiss the spouse
goodbye as we leave, with bellies full,

for work.
Or is it? A bowl of Choco-Bombs

might taste pretty darn good. But a
breakfast of fresher, more natural food
is far more nourishing. The body stays
healthier and in the long run we will
feel better, and when we feel better,
it’s easier to remember to be pleasant,
kind and loving. In other words,
deciding on that bowl of Choco-
Bombs could logically be considered a
type of complacency. Familiarity does
breed contempt, and what are we more
familiar with than our own bodies?
Since the body is an important tool for
the soul’s work in the physical world,
is the link not obvious?

The breakfast example is illustra-
tive of every instance of “soul and

cause,” and also underscores a
fundamental precept we

have received repeat-
edly from The

Council: All
things are

related. It
comes

down
to a
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IfCrow’s Nest continues

simple question at the point of each
decision. In the example of our choice
of breakfast food, the question is the
same as it would be in choosing to
cheat on taxes, cheat on the spouse, or
cheat on our golf score: What is more
important? Is choco-bomby taste more
important than good health? Or is a
few extra minutes of sleep more
important than taking the time to fix a
nourishing breakfast? And if the sleep
is more important, was watching the
late show more important than getting
a good night’s sleep, so we had time in
the morning for a nourishing break-
fast… gosh, one could go on and on
and on!

Maybe the root cause of any
dilemma we might have in answering
these questions is that we are really
complacent about one thing, and that
is the first thing — ourselves. Maybe
we have been so complacent for so
long about the reality of our spiritual
selves, a giant fissure has emerged
between soul and cause, and in this
cause, soul and cause are one and the
same.

“If wishes were horses, beggars would ride” is an old saying I can remember
my mother using when I said I wished I could do this or that, have this or that.
Her response was always irritating. After all, I was just daydreaming.

After reading a particular quote from The Council, it occurred to me that
the word “if” is used quite frequently in conversations: If only I knew then
what I know now... If I had just realized what a mistake I was making... If I had
chosen differently... If I could do it all over... If I hadn’t said that... If I hadn’t
stepped on the brakes when I did... If, if, if...

The word “if” is a conditional word, so all the phrases in the above
paragraph would be followed by whatever condition occurred because of an
action or an inaction. Usually the word is said in a regretful tone; a chance
passed by, an opportunity not taken.

The importance of the word “if” is made clear in this quote from The
Council: “If is the difference between what you are and what you should be,
what you could be...” So there’s that condition again. Only this time it doesn’t
refer to just action or inaction but to your very state of being. That word “if” is
the difference between what we are right this very minute and what we aspire
to be, what we need to be.

The quote from The Council continues: “If each of you were to do the very
best you could or can do in your situation now, that is perfection, that is
perfection.”

We need to put that “if” word to rest. We need to take hold of the many,
many opportunities we have each day to act in a loving manner toward every-
one who touches our lives in a day. Instead of swearing at that little old lady
going 25 miles an hour in a 55 miles per hour zone, give her a wave and a
blessing. Instead of rushing through the grocery store daring anyone to get in
our way because we are on a tight schedule, pause and smile at the person
sharing an aisle with you; or, better yet, allow someone with only a couple
items to check out before you. Instead of ignoring someone waiting in line at
the bank, strike up a conversation about the pleasant day, etc. Instead of
gossiping about someone, hold your tongue or say something nice about the
person. (I can’t tell you how difficult it was to write these examples without
using if!)

At the end of the day, if (there it is!) you look back to discover that you
didn’t use the “if” word once, that all your actions, conversations, and inac-
tions were positive rather than conditional or negative, then you have begun to
travel the road to perfection. Get into a habit of dealing with your daily life in
this manner so that it becomes a way of life and perfection will be yours — IF.

It is the
complacency, the
taking something
for granted, that
allows a weakness
of character to
take control of the
relationship.

Sherilyn Highben
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The Atkins DietHealth Hints
 Marilyn L. Ridzon

They appear to lose more weight even though they
consume 700 or more calories more than people on
a so-called “healthy diet.” And more important
than weight loss are the reductions in their choles-
terol and triglyceride levels. Some would argue
that these would drop on any weight loss program,
and this is true but not as dramatically.

Until recently, the opinion of the medical
world was that any diet emphasizing meat, eggs,
and cheese is nutritional nonsense. But is it? Some
physicians, including cardiologists, are now
recommending the Atkins diet to their diabetic
patients. When we eat carbohydrates (breads,
starches, and simple sugars), our bodies convert
them into glucose, raising the blood sugar levels.
Since insulin is required for carbohydrate metabo-
lism, it is not surprising that by restricting carbohy-
drates they are able to reduce or actually eliminate
their insulin need. So for diabetics, this is a “god-
send.”

Millions of Atkins books have been sold and
millions of people have tried this diet. Copy-cat
diets are emerging every day. Former critics are
beginning to come around as the effectiveness of
the Atkins-type diet is becoming clear. Now, there
are many low-carb foods on grocery store shelves
and even some restaurants are accommodating the
Atkins dieters. A word of warning: with the Atkins
diet it is imperative that carbohydrate intake be
strictly limited. Excessive carbohydrate intake
combined with the Atkins diet will result in severe
weight gain and unhealthy blood sugar levels. No
cheating!

Some traditionalists are still dismayed and
incredulous by the latest research results. I think

they are hoping it’s just another diet fad that will
eventually disappear like all other fads. But are they
really concerned about our health, or are they afraid
to admit perhaps they were entirely wrong about the
Food Pyramid in the first place? I have read some
startling reports about how the cereal companies
actually promoted the original Food Pyramid, which
emphasizes grains, for their own profitable pur-
poses. Grain is inexpensive but processed cereals,
breads, and pastas are not. Just look at the ridicu-
lously high cereal prices—it is a very lucrative
business! I am amused at how the cereal and grain
producers are scrambling to maintain their long-held
food pyramid position.

The Council commented about this diet long
before it became so popular. “Your present ideal diet
is far from being ideal because you are addicting
yourself to foods that are not the best for you.
Rarely do we ever approve of anything that is a fad.
Rarely. But there are exceptions. That is, watching
how much you take in as far as sugar and what kinds
of sugar you take in. Now, we are being somewhat
evasive in how we word this, but think, think in
terms of protein, and you will find yourself a lot
healthier. Now, we are not saying don’t eat veg-
etables, don’t eat this, don’t eat that. We are simply
saying be careful of how much of what you eat.” But
they cautioned: “Now, again, we are not saying
eliminate everything else and indulge yourself in
protein. That is not what we have said. You want a
greater portion of protein because that is slow
energy into the body, which is much more healthy
than jolting the body with something, some nutrient
that the body can only assimilate so much and the
rest turns to fat.”

Is it possible that Dr. Robert Atkins was right about his high-fat, low-carbohy-
drate diet? After being ridiculed for years, it has become apparent that his
plan actually is an effective, safe way to lose weight. After a few months on the
Atkins diet, people lose about twice as much as on the standard low-fat, high
carbohydrate plan recommended by most health professionals.
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One on One CD @$14.95 each

Order Form

The usual format for the One on
One discussion, that of examining a
Council quote and its implications,
was dispensed with for the April
meeting in favor of an open discussion
of the popular film “The Passion of
the Christ.” Most in attendance had
seen the film and were eager to
explore its symbolism and some of its
more difficult scenes.

William LePar, who is at the
center of the One on One event,
remarked that Mel Gibson, the
movie’s producer, had done a great
service for the Christian faith. LePar
said that Gibson had a good under-
standing of metaphysical concepts and
the war between Light and Dark. The
movie is not simply a telling of the
crucifixion of the Christ, but also an
awareness of the spiritual path that we
all travel. LePar said, “Christ didn’t

The April One on One focused on The Passion
have to go through the crucifixion; he
chose to as a sign of his belief, and to
show how strong we all are if we live
from the heart.” Christianity today is a
commercial thing, but you don’t have
to be a part of THAT kind of Chris-
tianity. Salvation means becoming
whole; accepting the name of Christ
means adopting His teaching and
lifestyle.

The group had a lively discussion
on the portrayal of Satan as a female
bordering on an androgynous charac-
ter. There appeared to be a parallel
between Mary’s identity as the Ma-
donna of life and Satan’s identity as
the Madonna of death. Satan as female
is symbolic of the weakest aspect of
our soul, its desire to create and
nurture. LPar stressed that he was not
talking about the human female, but
the female aspects of all souls. The

symbolism of the movie, LePar says,
will register in the subconscious mind
whether or not we consciously under-
stand it fully, and will make us better
or cause us to run further from our-
selves.

An Alternative Approach to Health
@$7.00 each

Shipping free

Order now and get free shipping. Order An Alterna-
tive Approach to Health book or the April One on
One CD (or both) and we will cover the shipping
charges

William LePar and David Ries Jr. at
the One on One. The entire April One
on One is available on CD. Complete
the order form below to get your copy

An Alternative Approach to Health
A Collection of The Council’s Wisdom Concerning Health
by Marilyn L. Ridzon

Throughout the many years of communicating with The Council, they have graciously given
us valuable information concerning health and nutrition. Although they would have much
preferred to address spiritual issues, their love and compassion led them to advise us regarding
our physical well-being. They have reminded us that they are helpers, not healers. Some of the
information is revolutionary, some controversial, but most of it is just good common sense.
Use the order form below and save shipping costs.
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June 5, 2004. One on One at 7:30.
July 3, 2004. One on One at 7:30.
August 7, 2004. One on One at 7:30.
September 4, 2004. One on One at 7:30.
September 26, 2004. SOL Picnic
October 2, 2004. One on One at 7:30.
October 23, 2004. SOL Conference. Speakers, place, and time to be announced.
November 6, 2004. One on One at 7:30.
December 4, 2004. One on One and Christmas celebration at 7:30.

Calendar

For additional information on calendar listings, SOL membership, or books for sale, write to SOL, P.O.
Box 2276, North Canton, Ohio 44720, or call 330.497.9645. Or you may visit our website at:

www.solarpress.com.


